
So we’re coming to the end of another winter. I’m not sure what to 

make of it. As the years go on, I find myself making an assessment of each 

end of Winter. I remember in my childhood, and even in my college years, I 

found it magical that like clock-work, on the first day of Spring, the 

temperature would radically change – it seemed always clear that Winter 

was over. I haven’t felt that has happened in recent memory. 

         My household is ready for Spring. I’m ready for Spring, my husband is 

ready for Spring, my dog is ready for Spring, and my indoor cat can’t wait to 

plaintively look out the screened window into the wide world that he can not 

inhabit - once it’s warm enough for us to finally open the windows. (Lest 

you think we’re cruel, the last time the cat got out, he evicted the family of 

rabbits from their den beneath our porch. No one wants that. My cat makes 

for a much better absentee landlord.) 

         We were talking about this in my household yesterday, that everyone 

seems ready for Winter to be over; that we feel like it’s been a hard winter. 

…But it hasn’t really been a hard winter. I stopped wearing my scarf a 

month ago. We haven’t had much snow, and I swear last week, my loveable 

dog that hates being out in the cold - I caught that dog sunbathing on the 

back porch in a sunbeam. But it still has felt like a tough winter. 

         The nor’easters are part of the reason. A lot of the trees in my 

neighborhood – 100+ foot tall Pines, lost so many branches – branches the 

sizes of normal trees. Our front hedgerow probably won’t survive the 

damage, and our magnolia tree lost the lower back third of its branches.  

I think that’s what this feeling is really about. This season has been a 

symbol for us; this Winter has felt like a symbol for what we’re going 

through in our personal lives. School might be tough; others have dealt with 



health issues for a long time; our Fellowship has lost many long time friends 

and family members to illness; One more thing can feel like just too much. 

         And in the news cycle, it seems like every day is another cultural or 

political nor’easter coming out of nowhere and straight for us. Our next 

generation is being raised in an America where ethical mediocrity is the 

norm, and they need to make sense of that while never knowing a world 

where this was strange. 

But tough times don’t last forever. We have to grieve through them as 

best we can, but they do end and something new comes through eventually. 

It’s not always comforting when you’re in the midst of an endurance run 

through rough times, but it’s important to believe; because it’s true. 

Sometimes the Spring comes, however late, and we’re still thinking it’s 

Winter because the Wintertime has lasted so long. For our elders, there’s a 

wisdom that’s learned in growing through the Depression, the World Wars, 

the Cold War, and so on and so on. They have seen Winter after Winter, 

come and go. It doesn’t make it easier, I imagine, but there’s a knowledge, 

from past experience, that Spring always comes – with some great effort. 

But if this is your first spiritual Winter, it seems like it extends forever.  

One of these long Winters, in particular, comes to mind. From Ferguson 

to Parkland, gun violence, and our culture of gun violence, has permeated 

our nightmares. Led by our youth, there will be national rally to end gun 

violence on March 24th – with a local rally here in Herkshere Park. The 

Fellowship will be gathering at 10am and it runs till 1pm. I’ll be there; I 

hope you will too. In the natural world, Winter turns to Spring all on its own 

– but in our cultural world it takes all our effort to make the wheel turn back 

to life. 



         And this is true for the smaller everyday winters of our spirit, 

especially when they go on and on. Maybe the kids at school have been 

mean for a long time; or we can’t seem to catch a break in our career; or 

health problems or day to day stressors fill our world. All of those very real 

things can change how we understand the world. They may be tough; they 

may be hard, sometimes even very hard – but they don’t define the 

world. They don’t define joy, or limit hope, or change the nature of our 

character. I often talk about reverence in our services. For some that means 

revering God, for others it means to find a sense of awe in life. Today, I 

think it means recognizing that moment when we see the first flowers poke 

up past the ice and once froze earth – and knowing that matters – at our core. 

… and taking a step back and knowing that life has always been there 

beneath that frozen earth, whether we see it or not…. In the Wintertimes of 

our heart, life still grows. … 

Our story this morning about the magic vase that leads to an epic tale of 

spring cleaning - is one of the ways we can begin to find balance. There 

wasn’t anything actually magical about the vase, but that little bit of beauty 

that we let in (or poke up through the frozen ground in the case of the earlier 

imagery) begins to help us to see the places where we can contribute to 

rebuilding our home, in the case of the story, or rebuilding our communities 

or lives, or even our sometimes broken hearts. Sometimes, Winter, is just a 

matter of perspective. 

Greta and I were talking about spring cleaning earlier this week, and she 

made the point that often our homes get dirtier at first when we start the big 

spring clean – stuff comes off shelves so you can dust, every sock needs to 

be taken out in the desperate hope that this day we might finally find all the 



missing pairs, all the pillows and what not need to come off for the steamer 

clean, and so on. Spring cleaning isn’t about making everything instantly 

better, neat and tidy – it’s a very messy process. When we come out of the 

winter times of our spirit, even with the suddeness of flowers poking through 

the earth, everything doesn’t become neat and tidy overnight. There’s a lot 

of sudden change, but it takes effort, and probably getting things a bit 

messier first before the final turn. 

It’s important, from time to time, to teach our own Fellowship history – 

lest the wisdom and mistakes of yesteryear ever get lost. We have a booklet 

that was published at our 50th anniversary that details some of our highlights. 

I remember first being handed it by Lois Ann Sepez, when she was still 

alive. She had a smile on her face, and was eager to share our stories with 

me. It had a story in it just like magic vase (well almost just like it) – our 

own homegrown story of spring cleaning. Apparently, there was a time some 

decades back where our building wasn’t as well kept up as it is right now. 

The minister at the time (Rev. Ralph Stutzman) would go to committee 

meetings, board meetings, town halls. He would talk with folks individually, 

or on the phone. He apparently tried everything to get people inspired to 

clean up the Fellowship building and grounds. Then one Sunday morning, as 

folks arrived to the Fellowship, they saw Ralph doing the last touches of 

paint on what are now our outer red doors. He cleaned up the outside of one 

part of the building, and as the story goes, the membership was finally 

inspired to start cleaning up the rest of our sacred space. It just took one 

person to step up, bring a little beauty into a place, and the rest began to 

follow. 



Ironically, I often heard it said that we must have red doors because 

we’ve always had red doors – it’s our tradition. I disagree. I think our 

tradition isn’t red doors. Our tradition is a Fellowship that will rise to the 

occasion when the need is there. We will always find new challenges to face 

as generation mentors generation, but when the time comes we will come 

through. Reflecting our theme this month – “What would it mean to be a 

people of balance?” What balance can you bring to this space? What talent 

do you have that you can share that might inspire others? How does your 

presence remind others that there is beauty and worth and value in the life 

around them – to help balance out the times of despair and exhaustion when 

we otherwise feel worn down by the long winters of our spirit? 

When we build communities and spaces with fear in our hearts, or 

prejudice in our minds, we create pockets of hardship for some immediately, 

but in the long term, it affects us all. Sometimes balance involves seeing the 

holy in the other; sometimes balance is fixing the paint on a door. 

Sometimes balance is remembering that all our hardships are interconnected; 

what affects me now may affect you later, or vice versa. May we learn to 

find more vases to bring to the table – what is your magic vase you bring? 

May we bring our individual strengths to build the common good. May our 

times of hardship remind us of the humanity of one another, and carry that 

lesson forward to the days of our strength, so that we may some day craft 

peace and joy where there was sorrow. 
	


